Three Rivers Systems users conference sees demos
of new mobile, business analytics, cloud, enhanced UI
St. Louis — June 28, 2012 — Versatile mobile apps, powerful business analytics,
worry-free cloud services and an enhanced user interface, including portals, were
among several new items spotlighted at CAMS Connect 2012, Three Rivers
Systems, Inc.’s annual conference here this month for users of CAMS® Enterprise.
An academic ERP solution for colleges and universities, CAMS Enterprise consolidates
multiple stand-alone software including admissions, student information, financial aid,
student services, fiscal management, fund-raising, document management, LMS,
portals and more into one integrated, intelligent system.
Mobile access to institutional resources is essential for today’s students who expect
to get information and services from anywhere on a wide variety of mobile devices.
Now with the CAMS® Mobile Portal they can do just that because students are able
to interact with their institutions around the clock, accessing key services and
information on mobile devices on the go, anytime and anywhere.
Today’s higher-education institutions have more data than ever, more decisions to
make and the need to achieve maximum efficiency and productivity. CAMS®
Enterprise Business Analytics delivers quick access to easy-to-understand
information so administrators can keep the institution focused on student
satisfaction and results.
Facing across the board cuts in operating revenues, many colleges are exploring
the benefits of cloud computing. To meet this demand, Three Rivers Systems has
launched CAMS

®

Cloud, its software as a service solution. CAMS Cloud eliminates

all the unnecessary expenses and worries of operating an IT infrastructure and
frees up resources to deliver on the institution’s vision.
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Safe and secure, the cloud delivers unprecedented computing power services over
the Internet via shared resources just as a utility delivers power over the electricity
grid.
Students, faculty and alumni today take for granted that college and university
portals will share the look-and-feel of the most-popular commercial sites. CAMS
Enterprise’s new enhanced user interface reflects the latest in Web 2.0 collaborative
and shared applications for greater ease of use and user friendliness. Portals look
modern and up-to-date with real-time data and the latest functionality.
Users can save settings to personalize pages while also showing widgets, social
networking and other interactive screen elements like Facebook, Twitter, RSS
feeds, email and more as part of their portal displays. CAMS Enterprise’s complete
backend administration user interface also has a fresh new look, is customizable,
more intuitive and easier to use.
About CAMS Enterprise
CAMS Enterprise’s disruptive technology makes it a fundamentally different academic ERP unlike
all others that were designed for the past and are incapable of operating efficiently in the modern
world. CAMS Enterprise is an easy-to-use and implement, totally integrated, Web-native
management system with everything in one place — admissions; student information; financial
aid; student services; fiscal management with HR and payroll; fund-raising; alumni relations;
document management, learning management, a full suite of portals, and more for managing the
entire student life cycle. With an out-of-the-box configuration and self-service customization,
CAMS Enterprise removes all barriers to success seen with conventional systems. CAMS’
affordable licensing, off-the-shelf configuration and easy implementation translate into the lowest
total cost of ownership of any academic ERP while yielding the quickest and highest ROI.
About Three Rivers Systems Inc.
Three Rivers Systems Inc. is the only privately held, independent, debt-free, one-stop company
focused solely on high-quality academic ERP solutions exclusively for higher education. For more
than 25 years from its St. Louis headquarters, the company is keenly focused on innovation and
service to its worldwide customers. Always innovating, the company invests significant revenues
back into product R&D to improve existing products while developing new ones so users always
get the exact functionality, industry experience and accurate project management they need. Its
business model and products are designed to ensure institutional effectiveness, more-efficient
business processes, student success and satisfaction.
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